Bulls Prep Family,

Here is this week’s Community Update.

**Remote Learning Updates:** One more week! All students have through June 11th to turn in remote learning assignments to their teachers. While their grades will not go down, we want to ensure students end the semester with grades they are proud of. Any student that has an 'F' as of 6/12 will be required to improve their grade this summer and/or fall or take night school next year. Seniors cannot officially graduate until all credits from semester 1 and semester 2 are earned. Please reach out to studentsupport@bullscollegeprep.org or your advisor if you have questions.

Congrats to this week’s student shout-outs who have displayed exceptional effort during their remote learning this past week! Here are this week’s shout-outs:

- **Shout-out to Robert Cole!** Robert has been extremely consistent since the beginning of the closure. Anytime he gets feedback, he immediately takes that feedback and uses it to make his work better until it is at 100%. He has even opted into completing extra assignments in his math class to better prepare him for Honors Math his sophomore year. He sets the bar for effort and consistency. He also asks great questions and has pushed his way up to another A+ in English.
- **Shout-out to Kristina Maciel!** Kristina has done an excellent job with remote learning. She has engaged in her learning independently and by attending virtual office hours. She is willing to take the extra time to make sure she understands the material. We are really proud of her!
- **Shout-out to Jonathan Plascencia!** Jonathan is fully engaged in each of his classes, and is catching up on earlier assignments that he missed, modeling that it is never too late to get started. He is taking advantage of opportunities to increase his GPA (up 0.56!) as well as improve his skill set to prepare for junior year. His teachers appreciate his visits to office hours and his implementation of feedback.
- **Shout-out to Sidney Sims!** Sidney has one of the highest GPA growth during this school closure, to where he almost increased a whole point toward his GPA. Thank you for working consistently and finishing strong. Your work is appreciated.

**June RCPU:** Advisors will reach out to families between 6/8 and 6/16 to discuss Q4 grades and promotion. We will also discuss options for remote summer school at this time. Bulls will offer remote learning-based Summer School to provide the opportunity for a) first semester credit recovery and b) second semester credit continuation. These are important RCPU conversations so please be responsive to your advisor to schedule your virtual meeting. Report cards will also be emailed to families and students between 6/14 and 6/16 after the semester is complete.

**End of Year Locker Clean-out:** End of Year Item Pickup: We are actively planning for students to be able to come to school later this month to pick up personal items from the building. Safety is our top priority, so we will be designating specific times by advisory. Dates and guidelines will be shared in next week’s update.

**AP Appeal Forms Due Tomorrow:** Students received scheduling information for next year a couple of weeks ago. This also included an appeal form for AP classes for students that were not placed in a course they are interested in taking. The deadline to complete this is tomorrow, 6/5.

**Senior Updates:**
• **Graduation Emails** - You may have received email from Marching Order or StageClip. These are the companies being used for our virtual ceremony. You are not required to take action in order to be included in the ceremony, please reach out to Ms. McElroy or Ms. Mejia if you have any questions. Continue to check your email for updates!

• **Caps and Gowns** - Seniors should have received Caps and Gowns in the mail. If you did not, please email Ms. Mejia (amejia@bullscollgeprep.org).

• **Final Senior Town Hall Video** - We will be sharing our final senior video in lieu of our last town hall tomorrow. Please stay tuned.

**Class of 2020 Summer College Team Support:** Support for our Class of 2020 does not stop at the end of this school year! Ms. Gunty, our Dean of College Counseling, and the Alumni Counselors, Ms. Dickens and Ms. Pulido, will continue to work throughout the summer and beyond to support your students. Every student who graduates from Bulls is assigned an Alumni Counselor to provide guidance beyond Bulls (see HERE). Summer meetings will start at the beginning of June. Do not hesitate to reach out to sgunty@bullscollgeprep.org or 312-835-6493 if you have any questions or need support.

Let’s finish this school strong! We are Bulls Prep.

Mr. Hamstra